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"Large" conformal metrics of prescribed Gauss curvature on
surfaces of higher genus

Franziska Boret, Luca Gahmbeiti and Michael Stiuwe*

Abstract. Let (M go) be a closed Riemann suiface (M go) of genus y(M) > 1 and let fo be
a smooth, non constant function with max/;eyi,/ foip) 0, all of whose maximum points are
non degenerate As shown in 112] foi sufficiently small A > 0 there exist at least two distinct
coniormal metrics g\ e2"xgo, ?A e2"X go ol Gauss curvature KKx Kgx fo + A,
wheie ux is a relative mimmizei ol the associated vanational integial and where wA ^ u\ is
a lurther cntical point not of minimum type Heie, by means of a moie rehned mountain-pass
technique we obtain additional estimates toi the "laige" solutions itA that allow to characterize
their "bubbling behavioi" as A J, 0

Mathematics Subject Classification (2010) 53A30 58E30, 49J40
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1. Introduction

Let (M,g0) be a closed, connected Riemann suiface endowed with a smooth
background metric g0 A classical problem in difteiential geometiy is the question
which smooth functions f M —» R anse as the Gauss cuivature Kg of a conformal
metric g e2ug0 on M and to chaiactenze the set of all such metrics with Kg f
By the unifoimization theoiem we may assume that go has constant Gauss curvature

Finally, we normalize the volume of (M, go) to unity
Recall that the Gauss curvatuie of a coniormal metnc g e2ugo on M is given

by the equation

Kg e 2"(—Agi)u + ko)

Theiefore the question concerns the set of solutions of the equation

— A^(l » + ko fe2u (11)

* Supported by SNF giant 200021 140467
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Given a solution it of (1.1), upon integrating and using the Gauss-Bonnet
theorem we immediately obtain the identity

I fdpg f kQdngi) k0 27xx(M) (1.2)
J M JM

where dptg e2udp.g() is the element of area in the metric g e2ugo- In particular,
for equation (1.1) to admit a solution on a surface M with Euler characteristic

X(M) > 0 the function / has to be positive somewhere. Surprisingly, as was
shown by Moser [18], in the case when (M, go) is the projective plane P2R
S2/{id,—id) the condition sup52 / > 0 for a function / e C°°(S2) satisfying
/(/?) f(—p) for all p e S2 also is sufficient for the existence of a solution

u(p) u(-p) to (1.1).
For the general case when (M, g0) (S2, #52), known as Nirenberg's problem,

further necessary conditions have been obtained by Kazdan-Warner [15], but the gap
between these conditions and the sufficient conditions established by Chang-Yang
[7], Chang-Liu [8], and others remains considerable, and there is little known about
the structure of the set of solutions to equation (1.1) aside from the highly degenerate
case when / 1.

It'x(M) 0 by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem (1.1) cannot be solved unless / 0,

or when / changes sign. In addition, whenever ^(A/) < 0, upon multiplying
(1.1) with the function e~2" and integrating by parts we find the further necessary
condition

/ fdug„ / (—Ag0 u + k0)e~2udp,go
JM jm

f (—2|Vu|2() + k0)e~2udfigo < 0, (1.3)
J M

with equality if and only if Vu 0 and ko 0, that is, ^(M) 0 and / 0.

It was shown by Kazdan-Warner [14] that the combined conditions (1.2) and (1.3)
again are both necessary and sufficient for the existence of a solution to (1.1) in the

case when /(A/) 0, but again nothing seems to be known about the structure of
the solution set.

In this paper we will focus on the case when M has genus greater than one, that

is, when x(A/) < 0 (and hence ko < 0). In this case solutions u of (1.1) can be

characterized as critical points of the functional

Ef(u) ^ f (lv»lg„ + 2^o 11 - fe2u) dfig0, u e Hl(M,g0)
^ J M

Note that E/ is strictly convex and coercive on Hl(M,g0) when f < 0 does not
vanish identically. Hence for such / the functional E/ admits a unique critical
point it f e H1 {M, g0), which is a strict absolute minimizer of Ef. Thus we have

the following classical result.
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Theorem 1.1. Let (M,g0) be closed with yJM) < 0, and let f e C°°(M) with

f - 0, / # 0. Then (1.1) admits a unique solution.

Our first result shows the nondegeneracy of any relative minimizer of Ef for
arbitrary /.
Theorem 1.2. Let (M, go) be closed with x(M) < 0, and suppose that for somej 6 C°°(M) the functional Ef admits a relative minimizer u/ Hl(M, go).
Then Uf is a non-degenerate critical point of E/ in the sense that with a constant
c'o > 0 there holds

d2 Ef(uf)(h, h) [ (\Vh\2g()-2fe2l<>h2)dpgo>c0\\h\\2H] (1.4)
J M

for all h H\M.g0).
As a special case this results includes a stability result of Aubin [1] for functions

/ 5 0. Together with Theorem 1.1 and the implicit function theorem from (1.4)
we conclude that also for certain sign-changing functions f the corresponding
functional Ef admits critical points which can be characterized as relative minimizers
°f Ef. In particular, for any given smooth, non-constant function fo 5 0 with
maxpeM fo(p) 0, letting fx /o + A, A e R, from Theorem 1.2 we deduce the
existence of relative minimizers ux of Ex Efx for sufficiently small A > 0.

More precise quantitative conditions relating supw / and supM(—/) which are
sufficient for the existence of relative minimizers of E f were established by Aubin
and Bismuth [2], [4],

Observe that for functions / with max^ ./ > 0 the functional Ef is no longer
bounded from below, as can be seen by choosing a comparison function v > 0

supported in the set where / > 0 and looking at Ef(sv) for large s > 0. Therefore,
and in view of Theorem 1.1, whenever Ef admits a relative minimizer there is a

mountain pass " geometry and one may expect the existence of a further critical
point of saddle-type. In fact, in the case of the above functionals Ex, Ding-Liu [12]
show the following result.

Theorem 1.3 (Ding-Liu [12]). For any smooth, non-constant function fo < 0

maxpgA^ Jo(p) consider the family offunctions fx /o + A, A e R, and the
associated family offunctionals Ex(u) Ffx(u) on llx(M. g0). There exists a
number X* > 0 such thatfor 0 < X < X* thefunctional Ex admits a local minimizer
UX und a further critical point u^ ^ ux ofmountain-pass type.

Thus, uniqueness may be lost when / is sign-changing. However, the previous
result gives no information about the geometric shape of the solutions. Here we give
a new proof of the Ding-Liu result using the "monotonicity trick " from [20], [21] in
a way similar to [23] which allows to bound the volume of the "large" solutions wA
as A I 0 suitably. We are thus able to establish the following result.
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Theorem 1.4. Let fo < 0 be a smooth, non-constant function, all ofwhose maximum

points po are non-degenerate with fo(po) 0, and for A e R also let fx fo + A,

Ex(u) — Efx as in Theorem 1.3 above. There exist I e N, a sequence Xn | 0 and

a sequence ofnon-minimizing critical points un — uof Ex„ such thatfor suitable

fn^ I 0, p„^ ->• pm e M with f(pm) 0, 1 < i < I, the following holds.

i) We have un -> smoothly locally on M00 M \ {p^\ 1 </</}, and

Moo induces a complete metric goo e2Ucogo on Af<x> offinite total curvature
Kgco

.fo¬

il) For each 1 < i < 1, either a) there holds rj,'^/ VÄ« 0 and in local conformal
coordinates x around p„^ 0 we have

wn{x) := un(r{nl)x) -m„(0) + log2 -> w^fx) log
2

1 ~r |

smoothly locally in R2, where induces a spherical metric goo e2w°°gR2

of curvature Kgoo 1 on R2, or b) we have r„ ' ~JXn, and in local

conformal coordinates around p\f2 with a constant c^ there holds

wn(x) un(r{nl)x) + log(A„) + cQ Woo(x)

smoothly locally in R2, where the metric goo e2w°°gR2 on R2 has finite
volume and finite total curvature with Kgoo(x) 1 + (Ax,x), where A

jHessf(p^).
In conclusion, in case ii.a) for suitably small A > 0 there exist (at least) two

distinct conformal metrics gx e2uxgo, gA e2u go of Gauss curvature Kgx

Kgx fx- which differ (essentially) only by huge spherical bubbles of curvature
A attached along cusps protruding from M near certain zero points of /0. More
detailed information is given in Proposition 5.3 and Remark 5.4 below.

We thank the referee for bringing the paper [12] to our attention.

2. Nondegeneracy and stability of relative minimizers

Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume that (M, go) is closed with

X(M) < 0. In this section we present the proof of Theorem 1.2.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that for some f e C°°(M.g0) the functional E/ admits

a relative minimizer u f e Hl(M, go). Then u/ is a non-degenerate critical point
of Ef in the sense of (1.4).

For a relative minimizer uj Hl(M. g0) of E/ we have

d2Ef(uf)(h.h) f (\Vh\2go-2fe2u>h2) dpg0 >0 (2.1)
J M

for all h e Hl(M,g0).
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Therefore

c° ;= ,„„inf d2E f(it f)(hji) > 0.
Il«ll //1 ='

The claim in Proposition 2.1 is equivalent to the claim that co > 0. Otherwise
co 0, and the following two lemmas will lead to a contradiction.
Lemma 2.2. If c0 0 there exists Ii e II] (M, go) such that

d2 Ef(u f)(h.h) — 0 and ||/?||#i 1.

Proof. Let (hk)ken w'th \\hk\\Hi 1 such that d2Ef(uf)(h/c.hk) —>• 0 as
A -» oo. Since (hk) is bounded in //', we may assume that hk —r h weakly in
H {M. go) and strongly in Lp for any p < oo for some h e H1 (M, go). Since it/is smooth, then we also have convergence fe2u-''h% -> fe2u' h2 in L1, and from
(2.1) it follows that

\\Vhk\\2L2 d2Ef(uf)(hk.hk) + 2 f f e2u-' h2kdp,g0 -> 2 f f t2u > h2dp.g0
Jm JM

< d2 Ef(u/)(/;, h) + 2 [ fe2u/h2dp.g0 \\Vh\\2L2 as k -» oo
JM

Recalling that hk -> h weakly in H1 (M, g0) and strongly in L2, we conclude strong
convergence hk —>• h in H1 (M. go)- The claim follows.

By Lemma 2.2, when c0 0 the functional v i-» d2Ef(uf)(v,v) attains a
minimum at v h. It follows that

d2Ej(u f)(h,w) 0 for all w e Hl(M,go)\

lhat is, h Hl(M. g0) weakly solves the equation

- Agl)h 2fe2u/h in (M.g0). (2.2)

In particular then h is smooth and classically solves (2.2).

Lemma 2.3. Assume Co 0 and let h e //1 (/V/. go) as determined in Lemma 2.2.
Then

d4Ef(u f)(h. h.li. h) -8 f fe2ll/h4 < 0.
Jm

Proof Note that h f=- const. Otherwise (2.2) would yield

f /e2"' dfigli 0
Jm

contrary to (1.2). Multiplying equation (2.2) by h3 we get

2./e2"'/,4 ,(/,") + 3|
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Upon integration this yields

cl4 Ef(u j)(h, h. h. h) — 8 I ft2"' h4dßg0 —12 j \Vh\2oh2dpgo < 0,

Proof of Proposition 2.1. Assume by contradiction that Co 0 and let It e

Hl(M,g0) as determined in Lemma 2.2. Using the fact that dEf(u/) 0 and

the relation d2Ej (uj )(h,h) 0 we first can expand

Recalling that u f is a relative mimmizer, we see that d3 Ef(u f){h, h,h) 0. But
then the expansion to fourth order by Lemma 2.3 yields

From Proposition 2.1 and the implicit function theorem the following result now
is immediate.

Proposition 2.4. Suppose that for .some f C 00 (M, go) the junctional E/ admits

a relative minimizer a f e Hl (M. go). Then there exists an open neighborhood U

of / in C°(M,go) and a smooth map U 3 <p i->- uv e H](M.g0) such that for
every ip G U the function u^ is a strict relative minimizer of Ev.

3. Existence of a saddle-type critical point

For any smooth, non-constant function /0 < 0 maxp&m Joip) consider the

family of functions fx fo + A, A e R, and the associated family of functionals

Ex(u) Efx(u) on Hl(M.go). By Proposition 2.4 there exists A0 > 0 such

that for any A e A0 =](), A()] the functional Ex admits a strict relative minimizer
u X e HX(M. go), depending smoothly on A. In particular, as A | 0 we have smooth

convergence ux —> »o. the unique solution of (1.1) for f f0. Hence, after

replacing A() with a smaller number A0 > 0, if necessary, we can find p > 0 such

that

Ef(u / + eh) Ef(iif) + —d3Ef(u f)(h, h,h) + 0(e4).

for small e > 0, and we arrive at the desired contradiction.

Ex(ux) inf
||m—Moll // 1 <P

Ex(it) < sup Eß(uv)
A()

(3.1)
< ßo := inf Eß(u),

rteA(),p/2<||M-Mol|//i <p

uniformly for all A e A0.
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Clearly, we may assume that A0 < 1. Fix some number A e A0- Recalling that
lor A >0 the functional Ex is unbounded from below, we can also fix a function
VX H1 (M, g0) such that

Ex(vx) < Ex(ma)

and hence

c'a inf max Ex(pU)) > ßo > Ex("x)- (3.2)
peP /e[0,l]

where

P {PeC ([0, 1]; H 1

(A/, go)) : pi0) u0, pW nA}. (3.3)

Note that since nA "o for A | 0, for sufficiently small A0 > 0 we can fix the
initial point of comparison paths p e P to be Uq instead of uA.

For suitable choice of vx we obtain an explicit estimate of the mountain-pass
energy level cA associated with P.
Lemma 3.1. For any K > An there is A k £]0. Ao/2] such thatfor any 0 < A < Xr
there is vx 6 Hl(M,g0) so that choosing vß vx for every p. e [A,2A] the
number c,t is unambiguously defined independent of A, and we obtain the bound
cu < K log(2//u,).

Proof Let pQ e M be such that fo(po) 0- Choose local conformal coordinates
x near p0 0 such that e2u<)go e2v"gR2 for some smooth function v0 with
vo(0) 0. Letting A ^Hessf(po), for a suitable constant L > 0 we have

foix) (Ax, x) + 0(|x|3) > -A/2 on B^/L(0),

and fx > A/2 on B^/L(0). Set wx(x) zx(Lx/s/X), where zA e //0'(5i(0)) is
given by zx(x) log(l/|x|) for A < |.v| < 1 and zA(x) log(l/A) for |x| < A,
satisfying

IIVutA||^2 \\Vzx\\2L2=2n log( 1 /A).
Extending wx(x) 0 outside B rr,. (0), for sufficiently small A > 0 and any s > 0
we obtain

j fx^o+s^d > ^ f e2(u0+swx)dflgo _ ||/o||LOO f e2uodßgo
M 2 JBjx,, (0) JM

>7/ e2swx dx — C || /o || loo
4 jBJxn <°>

where after substituting y Lxf \fX we have

A j e2sWxdx [ e2f?z-t+ioi(k/L))dy
Bdx/i 1°)

> f e2Uzx + \og(X/L))dx nL-2x4~2s.
JBX(0)
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Given any K > 4^r,welet K\ j(K+<\n),8 and use Young's inequality
2ab < Sa2 + b2/8 for a,b > 0 to bound

||V(h0 + swx)\\2L2 5(1+ 5)i,2||Vu;^||^2 + (1 + -)||Vw0||^2

-^+l|V»Alli,+C,

where C C(»o. K) > 0. Since ko < 0, w^ > 0, for any s > 0 we also have

/ A'o(»o + swx)d/ig0 <k0 Uodngo.
Jm JM

Thus, with a constant C() Co(»o. ,/o- K) > 0 for any s > 0 we find

S2 JT

ExU'o + -"^a) 5 K\ — log(l/A) —
2s + Coin

particular, for any 0 < A < 1 we have Ex(uo + swx) ~as s —> oo and we

may fix some sx > 2 with vx u0 + iA»A satisfying Ex(va) < inf/teAo Eß(uß)
to obtain

v2 n
cx 5 sup£A(M0 + .viuA) < sup(^i — log(l/A) - -^k4~2s + C0).

S>0 5>0 4 Oi.

For any 0 < A < 1 the supremum in the latter quantity is achieved for some s

i(A) > 2, with ,v(A) -> 2 as A I 0. Thus, for all sufficiently small A > 0 there results

cx < K l°g( 1 /A),

as desired. Since Eß(vx) 5 Ex(va) for /i > A, the same comparison function vx
can be used for every fi e A :=]A, 2A[C Ao, and for such fi we obtain the bound

Eß(vx) < Eß(uß) < sup Eß(uv) < ß0 < cß < K log(l/A) < AT log(2/yu.),
weA

(3-4)
where ßo and cß for /x e A are as defined in (3.1), (3.2). Moreover, since vx
by construction depends continuously on A with Ex{vx) < inf^eAo Eß(uß) the

number cß is defined independently of A such that A < /x < 2A. The claim follows.

Note lhat there holds

Eß(u) - Ev(u) —^ f e2u d/igt) (3.5)
4 Jm

for every u e Hl(M,go) and every /x, v R. Given 0 < A < A0/2, with
A =]A, 2A[ as above it follows that the function

A 3 (1 I—^ Cß

is non-increasing in ji, and therefore differentiate at almost every (i A.
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We now have the following result.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose the map A 3 p i—» cß is differentiahle at some p > A.
Then there exists a sequence {p„)n&n i» P unci a corresponding sequence ofpoints
u" Pn(tn) e Hx(M,g0), n e N, such that

En(un) Cß, sup Eß(p„(t)) -»• Cß, dEß{un) -> 0 in H~x as n -> oo, (3.6)
0<t<l

and with (un) satisfying, in addition, the "entropy hound"

| n

- / <?2"" dpg{) \^—Eß(u„)\ < \c' | + 3. uniformly inn. (3.7)
1 JM dp, '

For the proof of Proposition 3.2 we note the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3. For any in > 0 there exists a constant C — C(M, go, fo, m) such that
i) for every px, p2 e R. and for every u Hx(M,g0) satisfying ||w||//i < m

there holds

|| dEßi (u) - dEß2(u)\\H-\ <C\px-p2\\
'') for any |/x| < \,anyu,ve Hx (M. g0) with\\v\\H\ < I, we have

Eß(u + u) < Eß(u) + (dEß(u), v)H-\xH\ + C\\v\\2hX.

Proof i) Pick v Hx(M,go) such that IMI^i < 1 and compute

go

1/2

(dEßi(a) ~ dEß2(u),v) H-\xH\ ={p2-p i) / e2uvdp
Jm

— \d-2 ft 11 f e4" dp,g{,)XI2\\v\\L2 < |/x2 - /xt | f e4udp,g0)
Jm JM

The claim follows from the Moser-Trudinger inequality as in [6], Corollary 1.7.

ü) By Taylor's expansion, for every x e M there exists 9(x) g]0, 1 [ such that

Eß{u + u) - Eß(u) - (dEß(u), v)H-\xH\

\ [I/ Ue2{U+dv)v2dPgo
Jm JM

+ll//tlU~ e2{u+9v)v2d/r
2 Jm

By Holder's inequality and Sobolev's embedding we get

f e2iu+ev)v2dpg„<(( e4^dpg0)JM Jm

<C([ e8u dpg() f e8lvldiig0)l/4\\v\\2H[,
Jm JM

ar|d aga'n our claim follows from the Moser-Trudinger inequality.

Lgo

|w||L4
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. The following argument is similar to the reasoning in [23].
Clearly, we may assume that A0 < ' so that \p — A| < 1 for every p e A. Let p G A
be a point of differentiability ot cß. For a sequence of numbers p„ £ A with pn I P
as n -> oo fix a sequence (pn of paths pn e P such that

max Eß(pn(t)) <cß + (pn - p), n N.
r e[0,1 ]

For any point u pnUn), t„ e [0, 1], with

Eßu(u) > cßn — (pn — p) (3.8)

then by (3 5) we have

C/t„ - (P-n ~ p) < Eßn(u) < Eß(u) < max Eß(p„(t)) < cß + (pn - p). (3.9)
re[o,i]

Letting a — —i 'n + 1 > for sufficiently large n0eN and any n > no we have

cßn > cß-a(p„ - p).

Thus from (3.9) and (3.5) we see that

0 ^ Eßiu)—Eßn(u)
J e2udllgo<a + 2- (3.io)

l^n M ^ J M

that is, for all such u un, n > n0, we already have (3.7). Jensen's inequality then

gives the uniform bound

2 I u dpg0 < log I e2u dpg0 < log(2cr + 4) C(p) < oo (3.11)
JM \JM J

for all such (p„) and it n > no. Recalling that ko < 0, for all such u un,
n > aio, we now obtain the estimate

l|Vw||^2 2£/t(w) — 2k0 f u dpg0 + f (j0 + p)e2udp
Jm JM

< 2Eß(u) + C < 2cß + 2(pn — p) + C < C,

80
(3.12)

with uniform constants C C{p) independent of n. In addition, since A0 < 0, from

writing (3.12) as

\\Vu\\ ;2 +2k0 u dpg{) 2Eß{u) + (fo + p)e2u dpga < C
Jm JM

we also obtain a uniform lower bound for the average of u, which together with
(3.11) and (3 12) implies the uniform bound

\M2Hi+f e2udpg0<Ci (3.13)
J M

for all u un as above, n > /?0, with a uniform constant C\ C\(p). Note that /i0
is independent of the choice of (pn)
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Now assume by contradiction that there is <5 > 0 such that \\dEß(u)\\H-i > 28
lor sufficiently large n for every it u„ p„(tn) e H1 (M, go) as above. By (3.13)
we have the uniform bound ||i/||//i < in for some number m > 0, and with the
short-hand notation || • || || • H^-i, (•. •) (-, )H-\xH\ Lemma 3.3 implies

(dEß„ (»). dEß(u)) \\dEß(u)\\2 - (dEß(u) ~ dEßll(u),dEß(u))

> \\\dEß{it)\\2 - \-\\dEß(u) — dEßn(u)\\2
J (3.14)

> -\\dEß{x,)\\2-C\p-pn\2

> 282 — C\n — pn\2 > 82

for any such (pn) and it, if n > n\ for some sufficiently large ii\ > no-
Choose a function 0 e C°°(K.) such that 0 5 0 5 1 and with 0(.y) 1 for

s > -l/2,0(j) Ofors 5 -1. Forn 6 N, w e Hl(M,g0) let

M — x! Eßl, (W) ~ Cß,l \(pn{w) 0(
H„ ~/l

Note that for u pn{tn) there holds 0„(u) 0 unless u satisfies (3.8).
Identifying dEß(w) e H~] with a vector in H](M,g0) through the inner

pioduct, for n > n i we define new comparison paths pn by letting

Pn(t) : p„(t) - 4„(pn(t)) fEJliPn0 5 t 5 1.
\\dEß(pn(t))\\

Writing again u pn(tn) and likewise ü p„{t„) for brevity and recalling that we
have \p- — pn\ < \, we find ||» — fi||//i 5 1. Hence for any u pn(t„) satisfying
(3.8) by the second part of Lemma 3.3 and (3.13) with constants C C(p)
independent of u p„(t„) for sufficiently large n > n i on account of (3.14) we
obtain

Eß„(ii) < Eßn{u) - (—(dE,ln(u), dEß (;/)) + C(p„ - /0<A?(W)
\\dEß(u)\\

- En„(u) ~ - P-<P„U<)\\dEß(u)\\ + C(jl„ -p-)tp„(it)

- Eß,,(u)-- M0,,(") + C(pn -M)0,,(M)

- Eß„ 00 - 2^" - d<t>n(u)-

It follows that

cn„ 5 max Eßll{pn(t)) < max (Eßn{pn{1)) - -s/p„ - p(f>„(p„(t))).
1610.1] re[0,l] 2
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Since the maximum in the last inequality can only be achieved at points t where

Eß„(Pn(t)) > cß„ - (p„ - ii)/2 and hence <pn(pn(t)) 1, for n > n{ we find

c^„< max Eßn (pn (t)) - - J\in - p,
te[o,i] 2

< max Eß{pn(t)) - ~ F
re[0,l] 2

5 £> + (Pn ~ Ii) ~ - y/lln -P
8

< Cßn + (« + 1 )(Pn ~p)~ - V>n - At < cM„.

The contradiction proves the claim.

Proposition 3.4. Let p be a point of differentiability for the map cß. Then the

functional Eß admits a critical point uß with energy Eß(uß) — cß and volume

Jm elU>X d/ig0 < 2(|c^| + 3), and such that uß is not a relative minimizer of Eß.

Proof. Let pt be a point of differentiability for the map cß. Then Proposition 3.2

guarantees the existence of a sequence (pn)nen in P and a corresponding sequence
of points un pn(tn) £ H1(M,go), n N, satisfying (3.6) and (3.7), and hence

also (3.13), as shown in the proof of Proposition 3.2. Passing to a subsequence, if
necessary, we may then assume that un —r uß weakly in Hl(M,g0) as n -» oo
for some uß e Hl(M,go)• Recalling that the map Hl(M,go) B tp e2<p

L2(M, go) is compact, we also may assume that e2u" -»• e2"u in L2(M, g0).
Thus, with error o(l)->-0as«—»oowe obtain

o( 1) (dEß(un), un uß)

(Vun,Vun-Vuß)g0dfig0
Jm

+ k0 (un - Uß) djig0 - / fße2u" (un - uß) dp,
Jm JM

|| Vun-Vuß\\l2+o(\),

that is, un —> uß strongly in Hl(M,go) as n —>• oo. But then we also have

convergence Eß(u„) —> Eß(uß) and dEß(un) -» dEß(uß) as n -> oo, and uß
is a critical point for Eß at level Eß(uß) cß.

Finally, uß cannot be a relative minimizer of Eß\ otherwise Theorem 1.2 and

an estimate similar to (3.1) would give a contradiction to our choice of (pn) with

sup0<,<1 Eß{pn(t)) —> cß as n -» oo and the fact that un pn(t„) for some

t„ g|0, 1], n £ N.

go
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4. Completion

It is not difficult to also find non-minimizing critical points for the exceptional values
°f ß 6 A where the map p. cß fails to be difterentiable. Fix p A as above.
By Proposition 3.4, there is a sequence of numbers pn [ p and critical points un of
En„ with Eßn (un) cßn and not of minimum type for every n e N. Our aim is to
show that (un) is relatively compact. First we note the following estimate.

Lemma 4.1. Let f e C°°(M) and suppose u e Hl (M, go) is a critical point for
the functional Ef. Then with a constant C(f) depending only on ||/||ci and on

• go) there holds

f f4e2"dpg„<C(f). (4.1)
Jm

Proof. Rearranging terms in (1.3) and recalling that ko < 0, we obtain

2 f *0 f e~2udpg0 - [ fdng0 < C,(/). (4.2)
jm JM JM

Next, multiply (1.1) by /3 and integrate by parts to find

f f4e2u dpg0 3 [ (Vm. V,f)g0 f2 dpg0 + k0 f p dpg0
J M J M J M (4 3)

<C2(f)f \Vu\gof2dpgt) + C2(f).
Jm

But by Young's inequality 2ah < 8a2 + 8~lb2 for all fl,i,^>0we can bound

c2(/)/ |Vw|g„f2dpg0<U f4e2»dpg0 + C3(f) f \Vu\2goe-2" dpg0.
JM i JM JM

Our claim then follows from (4.2) and (4.3).

Via Jensen's inequality, applied with the probability measure f2dpg0/\\f\\2L2,
from (4.1) for any critical point it of Ef we conclude the bound

jM f2«<IßRI < II/IIL log (JjLJ^rp) £ C(f). ,4.4,

Given any non-constant f0 C°°(M) as in Theorem 1.2, any 0 < A < A0/2 < 1

as above, for any p e A [A,2A], any sequence pn I (n -> oo), and any
sequence of critical points un of Eßn we then obtain the uniform bound

I fLl<" dligJ\\U„ \\h < C(fo) (4.5)
J M

for the //t;,-averages of un, n e IN.
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Recall the following well-known variant of the Poincare inequality.

Lemma 4.2. There exists a uniform constant C > 0 such that for any /i e A and

any u e Hl{M, g0) there holds

||tt - ü^^\\L2 < C||VW||L2. (4.6)

Proof. For completeness we give the simple proof, similar, for instance, to the

proof of Theorem 1.5 in [ 19|. Suppose by contradiction that there is a sequence

of functions vn G //1 (M, g0) with 0 for a sequence (/r„) C A such that

1 Kllz.2 K - v(nfun)\\L2 > /!||VuJl2, n e IN.

Then a subsequence v„ -> v strongly in H1 (M, go), where ||u||i2 1 and Vu 0;

hence u const cq f=- 0, since M is connected. Moreover, we may assume that

fi„ ->• p and therefore t'o lim„^oo 0. The contradiction proves
the claim.

Lemma 4.3. For un as above there exists a uniform constant C > 0 such that

IIVir„||^2 + l^olM < 4Eßn(u„) + C, n e N. (4.7)

Proof In view of (4.6) and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem for u un then we have

2Eß„(u) [ (|Vh|2 + 2k0u - fe2u) dfig0 ||Vm|£2 + 2k0ü - 2nX(M)
Jm
|| Vw 11^2 + 2k0ü^u"^ + 2ko(ü — — 2nx(M)

> ||Vm||2l2 + 2MCW - C||VW||L2 - C.

Also using (4.5) to bound

koü(fui,) > |A:0||i7^"">1 — C > \ko\\ü\ — \k0\\ü — — C

in view of (4.6) we find

Eß„(u) > l-\\Vu\\2L2 + |*o||"l - C||Vw||i2 - C > [-\\Vu\\2l2 + \k0\\ü\- C,

and our claim follows.

Letting un for suitable ßn j /x e A be the "large" solutions u„ uß"
constructed in Proposition 3.4 with Eßll(un) cßn < cß, from Lemma 4.3 we
obtain a uniform bound ||i/„ || H i < C ,n e IN. The same argument as in the proof of
Proposition 3.4 now yields convergence of a subsequence un -> uß in H1(M,g0)
as n —> oo, and by continuity there holds dEß(uß) 0.

Moreover, uß cannot be a relative minimizer of Eß\ otherwise, by Theorem 1.2

the function uß would be a strict relative minimizer of Eß in the sense of (1.4), and

by continuity for sufficiently large n N also un would be a strict relative minimizer
of Eßn, contrary to assumption. Thus, in particular, u>l ^ uß.
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5. Proof of Theorem 1.4

In order to characterize the "large" solutions u2- geometrically one would like to
apply the results of Brezis-Merle [5], Li-Shafrir [16], or Martinazzi [17] to show
that u blows up in a "round bubble" as A ] 0 suitably. However, the results in
[5] and [16] cannot be applied in the case when f\ changes sign, as in our case.
Moreover, all the former results require a uniform bound on volume, which is not
available here. However, with the help of the bounds furnished by our existence
proof we can overcome these difficulties. First observe that by arguing as in [22],
from Lemma 3.1 we obtain the following result.

Lemma 5.1. We have lim inf/tj,0(Mk'/'t I) - 471

Proof Assume by contradiction that for constants K > K\ > An, ßo > 0 and
almost every ß e]0, ß0\ we have \c'ß \ > K/ß. Then for any ßo > ß\ > 0 we find

rßo
Cßi > cß0 + / Ic'fl\dß > cß() + K\og{ßo/ßi).

Jß i

But this is impossible since by Lemma 3.1 we have cß] < K\ log(2/ß{) for all
sufficiently small ß{ > 0.

Now recall that by Proposition 3.4 for almost every sufficiently small ß > 0
the non-minimizing solution ufl obtained by our method satisfies the volume bound
Jm ß2uU dßga < 2\c'ß\ + 6. Writing again A instead of ß, we then have a sequence
of "large" solutions un uA" of (1.1) for /„ f0 + A„ with Xn I 0, satisfying

limsup(A„/ e2u" dßg0) < 8n. (5.1)
«->oo J M

Writing the Gauss-Bonnet identity (1.2) in the form

2nx(M)- f f0e2u"dßg{) X„ f e2u"dß
Jm JM

from (5.1) we also obtain the uniform bound

sup / (I/oI + x„)e2u"dßg0 < oc
«SN Jm

As shown by Ding-Liu [12], p. 1063 f., there exists C0 > 0 such that un > -C0
for all n. Moreover, their proof of [12], Lemma 2, gives the uniform local bound

Lgo

(5.2)

/JQ
(|VWb+I^0 + k+I2)d^0<cm (5.3)

where -- rnax{x, 0}, s R, for any domain ficM whose closure is contained
in M {p e M; f0(p) < 0}; see also the Appendix.
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It then also follows that un < C'(£2) for any such domain. To see this, fix a

ball B C B C M~. Since (m+) is //'-bounded on B, by the Moser-Trudinger
inequality (see Corollary 1.7 of [6|) the sequence (fne2u") is L2-bounded on B.

Letting vn e H2 n //0'(ß) be the unique solution of the auxiliary problem

—Agav„ + k0 f„e2"" on B, v„ 0 on dB,

then (vn) is bounded in H2(B), and hence \vn \ < C by Sobolev's embedding. The
function wn un — vn is harmonic on B. Since (w+) is //'-bounded, the uniform
bound \ vn\ < C together with the mean value theorem for harmonic functions then

shows that wn, and hence nn, is locally uniformly bounded from above in the interior
of B.

Thus, if a subsequence (un) blows up near a point po M in the sense that for

every r > 0 there holds sup£r(po) \un\ -» oo, necessarily fo(po) 0 and there

exist points pn —> p0 such that un(Pn) suPpeß,.(A)) un{p) for some r > 0.

Let po be such a blow-up point for a subsequence (un). Introducing local
isothermal coordinates jc on Br(po) near po 0, we have go e2v°gR2 for some
smooth function v0. From (un) we then obtain a sequence vn un + u0 of solutions

to

- Avn (fo(x) + Xn)e2v" on BR(0) (5.4)

for some R > 0 and there is a sequence xn ->• 0 such that

vn(x„) sup v„(x) ->• oo.
I*|<R

In particular, we have Avn(xn) < 0; hence fo(xn) + Xn > 0, which implies

\*n\2 < CXn (5.5)

for some constant C > 0.

As final preparation for the proof of Theorem 1.4 note that the arguments of
Brezis-Merle [51 give the following result.

Lemma 5.2. For any r > 0 there holds

lim sup / /o + An)+e2v" dx > 2n.
n->oo J B,(0)

Proof. Suppose by contradiction that for some /• > 0 on B Br(0) there holds

lim sup / (/o + Xn)+e2v"dx a < 2n. (5.6)
n-> oo JB

Split v„ vi0) + \ where Au^ 0 in B with vn on dB, and

where e Hq(B) solve

-Avi±] (f0 + X„)±e2u" on B.
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Then from (5.6) and |5|, Theorem I, we have the uniform bound \\e2v" \\l''(B) —
C

for any I < p < 2n/a. Moreover, by the maximum principle and the locally
uniform bounds for (»„) on M~ we have |u,^| 5 supas \v„ \ < C{r) < oo, vj, * < 0

in B. Therefore e2v" < Ce2v"+) e LP(B) for any 1 < p < In/a. with uniform
bounds. Fixing p n/a + 1/2 > 1, from elliptic regularity theory we then obtain
a uniform bound for (vn) in W2'P(B) C°(B), contrary to our assumption that
(Vn) blows up near x 0. D

Choose a subsequence (»„) blowing up at the points p1 < / < /. In view
of the locally uniform bounds for (»„) on M~ a further subsequence u„ -> »oo

smoothly locally on M<*, M \ \p^; 1 < / < /}. Moreover, from (5.2) we have
a uniform global Ll-bound for (—Agou,,)„. Therefore, we may assume that we also
have un —r weakly in WUp(M) for any p < 2, and »00 solves the equation

/
— + /<() j0e2Uoa + 2jiüj3^0) on M (5.7)

y i

in the distribution sense, where on account of Lemma 5.2 we have a,- > 1,1 <i < /.
Finally, we may then also assume that »„ -> »oo pointwise almost everywhere and
from (5.2) and Fatou's lemma we obtain the bound

f l./ok2"°°r//xffo A lim sup f fl./ol + kn)e2u" dfig0 < oo. (5.8)
JM n-*oo JM

Proposition 5.3. There holds at e {1.2}, 1 </'</, and the metric goo <?2"°°go

on Woo is complete.

Proof. By (5.7), (5.8) in a local conformal chart around each pQ 0 for Voc(x)
!'oo(.v) + v0(x) we have Voo(x) »/ log( 1 /|.v|) + Woo(x), where

-Awao f0e2v°° Ll. (5.9)

Invoking again [5], Theorem 1, given any p < oo, on a sufficiently small ball B
around x 0 we have e2^w°°^ e LP(B). Also using that for a suitable constant
C > 0 we have C-1 \x\2 < | /o(.v)| < C|.v|2 and hence that

C~" \x\2U-"i)e2">oo < \fa(x)\e2Vo° < C|.r|2(1~fl')e2u,0°. (5.10)

bY Holder's inequality and (5.2) for any q > 1 we can estimate

/ i ^^ (li) C X 2i/'oo / f 2»'qq \
Jß\x\ i dx J ^xf(y-cii)e2w°°yi e—q dx < Cy J e «-* dx j

(/- 1

(5.11)
where the right hand side is finite for suitably small B. Thus, we conclude that
ai 5 2, 1 < / < /
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If ö, < 2, by (5.9), (5.10) for some q > 1 there holds Aw<x, e Lq(B) on a

sufficiently small ball B around x 0, and e L°°(B) by elliptic regularity. But
then for some c > 0 we have ev°° > c\x\~a> > c|jc|-1 near x 0, and the metric

goo e2"°°go — e2v°°geucl on B \ {0} is complete. Since by (5.8) the metric

goo also has finite total curvature, from Huber [13J, Theorem 10, then it follows that

cii e N. But 1 < at < 2; hence we conclude that a; 1, as claimed.

If cii 2, using (5.10) from (5.9) we deduce that

-Ae~2w°° + 4|Viu0o|2c"2"'00 2e~2w°°AiOoo -2f0\x\~4 < C\x\~2.

Thus for any a > 0 there holds

—A(|x|°£,_2u'00) < C\x\a~2 - (4|x|2|ViUoo|2 - 4ax Vw00 + a2)|jt|a_V2u'°°.
(5.12)

But by Young's inequality for any a, b e R we have 4ab < a2 + 4b2. This allows

to estimate

4ax ViUoo <a2 + 4|x|2|Vu;00|2,

and from (5.12) we obtain the differential inequality

- A(\x\ae-2w^) < C\x\a~2, (5.13)

where the right hand side is in Lq{B) for some q q(a) > 1. From elliptic
regularity we then infer that \x\ae~2Wo° < C. Hence for any a > 0 there is a

constant A > 0 such that near x 0 we have the bound e2v°° \x\~4e2w°° >
A\x\a~4, and again the metric gQQ on ß \ {0} is complete.

Proofof Theorem 1.4 (completed). It remains to analyse the blow-up behavior near

each point pQ, 1 <i<I. Introducing local isothermal coordinates x B — Br(0)
around 0 and again letting vn(x) un(x) + vo(x), with (x„) such that

vn(*n) sup,vn(x) as above, we first consider the case that X2e2v"^x"^ -» oo.
Rescale

wn(x) vn(xn + rnx) - vn(xn)

on Dn — {„v; \xn + rnx\ < R), where

r2Xne2v"(-x") 1.

Then r2/Xn 0 as n -> oo and wn with wn < 0 wn(0) satisfies the equation

-Aw„ r2( fo(xn + rnx) + Xn)e2(w"+V"(x"}) hne2w" on Dn,

where /?„(.v) f0(xn + rnx)/Xn + 1 < 1, and

f e2w" dx Xn f e2v" dx < C. (5.14)
Jd„ Jb
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Recalling (5.5) and that r2/A„ 0, for a suitable subsequence we have uniform
convergence hn -> to some constant limit lim^^ fo(xn)/X„ + 1 6 [0, 1].
In view of (5.14) from [5], Theorem 1, we conclude that a subsequence wn —»• u>oo
locally uniformly, where ittoo < 0 tUoo(O) solves the equation

-Awoo h00e2u'co on R2

W't'1 Jr2 e2w°° dx < oo. By the Chen-Li [9] classification of all solutions to this
equation we have h^ > 0 and Woo log (1+y, Thus after replacing r„ by

y/hoo the assertion of Theorem 1.4, ii.a) follows.
We are thus left with the case when X2e2v"(x"} < C uniformly in n. Observe

that Lemma 5.2 also implies that 1 < CA2e2v"(x"\ so that \vn(xn) + log(A„)| < C
in this case. Set r2 A„ and rescale

w„(x) v„(r„x) + log(A„).

Then we have | supD ; wn \ < C. Moreover, w„ satisfies the equation

-Aw„ hne2w" on Dn,

where hn(x) fo(r„x)/X„ + 1 < 1 in view of (5.5) and our choice r2 A„
tor a suitable subsequence now uniformly converges to the limit function hoo(x)
' + (Ax.x), where A ^//e.v.sy(0). As before, in view of (5.1) and (5.2) from [5],
Theorem 1, it follows that a subsequence w„ -» uioo locally smoothly on R2, where

-Awoo ho0e2Wo° on R2,

with finite volume and finite total curvature

f e2w°°dx<oo, J \h00\e2w°0 dx < oo. (5.15)
Jr2 in2

The proof of Theorem 1.4 is complete.

Remark 5.4. i) Solutions of the type arising in case ii.b) were studied by Cheng-Lin
fl°l- Observe that (5.14) together with the precise characterization of h^ allows
to obtain a rather precise bound on |w^oo(-v) | for large |*|. Let x e Dn with

~ Br(x) c D„, where r \x\/2 > /'o for some sufficiently large r0 > 1 so
that for some C > 0 we have /;„ < — |.v|2/C on B. Then from Jensen's inequality
we can bound

2w„(x) < f wndx < log(f e2w"dx)
nr2 JB \nr2 JB >

— loS ("p^j4 / Ihn\e2w"dx} < C -41og|x|.
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Coupling this observation with the results of Cheng-Lin [10] gives strong indication

that solutions of this type can only arise as blow-up limits near blow-up points pQ
of multiplicity c/, 2, if they arise at all.

ii) Coupling the assertion (5.1) and Lemma 5.2 we see that our sequence (w„)
can blow up in at most 1=4 points, regardless of how many maximum points the

function /o possesses. Thus if there are more than 4 distinct maximum points pi
where /(/?, 0, we may conjecture that Ex for sufficiently small X > 0 admits

multiple non-minimizing critical points.

iii) Prompted by our work Del Pino-Roman [11] have obtained multiple branches

of bubbling solutions to (1.1) for fx as A | 0 by matched asymptotic expansion, with
the asymptotics predicted by our Theorem 1.4, ii.a).

A. Appendix

The proof of (5.3) given in [ 12 [ contains a small mistake, which, however, can easily
be repaired, as follows. Let Br(p) C M~. Fix a smooth cut-off function 0 < f < 1

supported in B Br/2(p) and with f s Ion Brjx{p), and let r] f2. Also let

un be a solution of (1.1) for /„ /o + A„ as above, where Xn \, 0 as n —> oo.

Multiplying equation (1.1) with r]2uf and integrating by parts, similar to [12],
formula (8), then we obtain the identity

[ (Vh+ • V(t?2M+) + (c0t?2M+ - fne2u"ri2u+)dp,g() 0. (A.l)
Jb

Note that
VM+ • V(^2i/+) |V(i7M+)|2 - |Vt?|2(W+)2. (A.2)

(Ding-Liu mistakingly have a plus-sign on the right of this equation.) Moreover,
there exists e > 0 such that for sufficiently large n e IN we have fn < —s on B.
Also bounding e2t > t3 for / > 0 like Ding-Liu, we then obtain

f (\^(m<n)\2 + £12(uf)4)dfig0 < f (|Vt/|2(w + )2 - k0r]2uf)dp,gt). (A.3)
Jb J B

Recalling that rj f2 and using Young's inequality to bound

|V/7|2(i/+)2 4|Vt/,|2(yn(+)2 < C(fu + )2 < e(tyuf)A + C IeJ,2(M+)4 + C

with a constant C C(e, xj/), and finally estimating

-k0ri2u+ < ^et/2(»+)4 + C,

from (A.3) we obtain the uniform bound || V(t]i/]j")||L2(ß) < C. By Poincare's

inequality (5.3) then follows for large n e N. For all remaining n e IN the bound

(5.3) already is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 4.3.
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